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IPOs – the American Dream  

IPOs are the American Dream.  To be sure we don’t mean every American dreams of being involved with 

one, although admittedly that’s partially true as an IPO is a rite of passage for an entrepreneur, and 

finding success in new ideas is definitely part of that Dream. 

Instead, by American Dream we mean that IPOs are the equity capital markets’ take on the Great 

Melting Pot, where people of all races and nationalities can live together in a spirit of trust and civil 

liberty.  Okay, we’re getting a bit heady with our analogy, but the point is made.   

Not all companies are the same and not all IPOs are the same.  Some management teams have brought 

many companies public whereas others have led only private companies.  Some CEOs are founders 

whereas others have been handed the reigns as the business matured. Some companies are in a hot 

sector Wall Street watches closely whereas others need to educate the investment community about 

their market opportunities and what they do. Some IPOs raise capital to support exciting growth 

prospects whereas others serve as an exit strategy for early investors.  In reality, the majority are a 

combination of these attributes, and more.  

Regardless of their positioning or pedigree, companies can benefit tremendously from seasoned, third-

party investor relations counsel at any stage in the IPO process.  At LHA we view that process in three 

stages – Pre-IPO, Post-Pricing Quiet Period and Ongoing – and each stage has distinct objectives and 

requires a dedicated action plan. 

The Pre-IPO IR program is all about supporting a successful transition to the public markets.  Some 

companies come to LHA when the IPO is merely an idea to be explored, while others already have the 

underwriting syndicate in place.  In this stage our work entails a range of activities from banker 

introductions and syndicate selection, to presentation development and buy-side outreach, to handling 

customary public disclosure and educating employees on working at a public company. 

Our Post-Pricing work takes place during the 25 days or so after the deal is priced, and while the rules 

have changed for communication during this timeframe we find that most companies default to a pretty 

conservative posture.  Typically considerable feedback is gained during the IPO road show, and those 

learnings need to be reflected in all IR collateral and embedded in the forward IR plan.  We sometimes 

find it enlightening to conduct an informal audit of non-buyers to learn of their resistance to 

participating in the deal, and as independent third parties with vast buy-side contacts, we tend to 

uncover valuable information. 

Ongoing IR support is at the core of LHA’s service offering, and entails a combination of ensuring a 

client’s business is fully understood and embraced by investors and analysts already known, while 

systematically bringing the story to new members of the investment community.  Establishing guidance 



and milestones are critical components in building enthusiasm, and maintaining management credibility 

sets a critical foundation for the program. 

Our decades-long and singular commitment to IR is invaluable to soon-to-be public companies of varying 

sizes, industries, market valuations, provenance and stage of development.  If that sounds awfully 

democratic, well, it is.  After all, we too are proud participants in the American Dream. 

 


